
ITINERARY 

6 Days Premiere Hotels 

DAYS 1-2 

Board a scenic flight to Iceland's southeastern shore | Visit the picturesque Icelandic fishing town of 
Höfn | Tuck into a delicious langoustine lunch at a harbor restaurant | Venture across a remote black-
sand marshland on a vintage sheep cart to explore a puffin sanctuary on a remote cape | By zodiac boat, 
explore Fjallsárlón, a frigid iceberg-filled lagoon at the foot of a glacier | Walk the trails of Skaftafell 
National Park and experience landscapes shaped by millennia of volcanic activity | Make your way to 
Svartifoss, a stunning waterfall flowing through cliffs of black hexagonal lava columns | Enjoy classic 
Icelandic cuisine with a contemporary twist at Fosshotel’s chic restaurant. 

Fosshótel Glacier Lagoon 

Hnappavellir 

Premiere Hotel 

A modern Scandinavian-style hotel featuring wonderful views of the surrounding mountains. 

  

DAYS 3-4 

Get up close and personal with a glacial tongue on an ice-walk in Skaftafell | Stop for a visit to 
Reynishverfi Black Sand Beach and admire its unique basalt column rock formations | Take some time 
for a soak in an outdoor hot tub at Hotel Rangá, a renovated fishing lodge | Hop on a ferry and cross to 
the Westman Islands | Pedal along the coast and appreciate stunning vistas of moss-covered cliffs and 
black sand beaches | Sip a coffee and people-watch in Heimaey, the largest of the Westman Islands and 
the only one with a human population | Visit one of the country’s oldest lighthouses and enjoy 
panoramic views of the island. 

Hotel Rangá 

Hella 

Premiere Hotel 

A countryside log cabin-style resort with three geothermally healted hot tubs and views of mountains, 
glaciers and the Hekla Volcano. A Small Luxury Hotels of the World member. 

 

DAYS 5-6 

Jump in a “super jeep” for an off-road adventure crossing lava beds and glacial rivers | Discover the 
remote valley of Thórsmörk, at the foot of three volcanoes | Walk gentle footpaths and find incredible 
vistas near the end of the iconic Laugavegur trail | Explore the vibrant green landscape and pass 
dramatic rock formations | Enjoy an Icelandic lunch in a hiker’s refuge | Stop by Seljalandsfoss waterfall 
to snap the perfect Icelandic waterfall photo | Relax with a cocktail in the chic Northern Lights Bar of our 



luxury hotel | Wander a geothermal valley past steaming mud-pots | Take a morning to relax and visit 
the hotel's outdoor hot tub. 

ION Adventure Hotel 

Nesjavellir 

Premiere Hotel 

This sleek, modern and award-winning hotel sits amid geothermal pools, near the shore of Lake 
Thingvallavatn. (pool) 


